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Level 3 Certificate in Assessing Vocational Achievement 

& Level 3 Award in Education and Training (Free) 

 

Entry Requirements 

There are no formal entry requirements for this course. 

What does the course involve? 

The course is delivered via blended learning. This involves the majority of the course being 

delivered online. Then there are two days that learners are required to attend in order to 

complete the competency based units (including the assessments with the candidates). 

Do I need to have access to candidates? 

No, you don't need to have access to candidates. We are one of the few training providers 

in England that can actually provide you with access to the learners to assess. We have 

centres in London and Manchester where you would need to attend one day to do the 

assessments with the candidates. 

What qualifications will I get from this course? 

As part of the course, learners will not only get the opportunity to achieve the Assessor 

qualification, but also the Level 3 Award in Education and Training for free! The Level 3 

Award in Education and Training replaced the old PTLLS Award in September 2014.  

What's the cost of the course? 

The cost of the course is £750. There are three funding options available to learners. These 

are:  

 Cover the cost of the course with a 24+ Advanced Learning Loan. 

 Pay the course fee in full and save £100. Meaning the overall cost of the course 

would come down to £650. 
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 Pay in instalments. We would need a £200 registration fee to get you set up on the 

online learning system, then you can pay off the remaining £550 whenever is most 

convenient for you. 

 

What's the 24+ Advanced Learning Loan? 

Here's a few facts about the 24+ Advanced Learning Loan: 

 Providing you are aged over 24 and you have been living in the UK for longer than 

three years then you should be eligible. 

 The loan will completely cover the cost of your course. 

 You aren't required to start repaying the loan until you are earning over £21,000 p.a.  

 Even at that point, monthly repayments start from just £7 a month. 

 No credit checks required and it doesn't go onto your credit file. 

Are these qualifications nationally recognised? 

Both of the qualifications you will achieve on completion of this course will be accredited by 

Edexcel.  

When are the courses available to start? 

Because the vast majority of the course is delivered online, our courses are actually 

available to start at any time.  

How long is the course? 

The average time frame to complete the course is around 8 weeks. However, there isn't a 

specific course duration, because so much of the course is delivered online you are able to 

work through all of the online work at your own pace. So, if you were looking to complete 

the course as soon as possible then that's absolutely fine, or if you were looking to take your 

time with the course then that also isn't a problem.  

 

If you have any more questions regarding our assessor course, or if you would 

like to enrol onto a course then please get in touch with your nearest centre. 

London Manchester Boston 
0203 713 9415 0161 212 1045 01205 355 464 

 

Or you can send an email to sam@brooksandkirk.co.uk 


